We introduce the notion of a ϑ-summable Fredholm module over a locally convex dg algebra Ω and construct its Chern character as a cocycle on the entire cyclic complex of Ω, extending the construction of Jaffe, Lesniewski and Osterwalder to a differential graded setting. Using this Chern character, we prove an index theorem involving an abstract version of a Bismut-Chern character constructed by Getzler, Jones and Petrack in the context of loop spaces. Our theory leads to a rigorous construction of the path integral for N = 1/2 supersymmetry which satisfies a Duistermaat-Heckman type localization formula on loop space, solving a long standing open problem.
Introduction
The close relation between supersymmetry and index theory was discovered by Alvarez-Gaumé [1, 2] , motivated by considerations of Witten [52, 53] , and has gotten a lot of attention ever since (see e.g. [3, 5, 10, 11, 27, 26, 28, 34, 31, 30, 39, 43, 49] ). In particular, Alvarez-Gaumé observed that the path integral for the N = 1/2 supersymmetric σ-model enables a concise proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for the Dirac operator on a spin manifold, by bona fide generalizing a the Duistermaat-Heckman localization formula to the (infinite-dimensional) manifold of smooth loops. Much more than obtaining another proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, these considerations suggest to study the following fundamental question:
To what extend does one have a localization formula on the loop space of a spin manifold?
Note that most of the above mentioned calculations had to remain formal so far, due to the mathematically ill-defined nature of the supersymmetric path integral: Even though the integral in question has a Gaussian nature (cf. formula (1.1) below), the usual approach (which uses continuous loops instead of smooth loops and the Wiener measure for the bosonic integration) makes it notoriously hard to implement supersymmetry. This article provides a framework that for the first time allows to construct the above path integral rigorously for a large class of integrands, in such a way that it is supersymmetric and the localization formula holds. This finally justifies the above formal calculations after almost 35 years.
To set the stage, let X be compact, even-dimensional spin manifold X. In the differential geometric formulation of Alvarez-Gaumé's observations by Atiyah [5] and Bismut [10] , the path integral of interest is the integration functional
I[ξ]
formally =ˆL X e −S+ω ∧ ξ (1.1) on smooth differential forms ξ on the space LX of smooth loops in X, where S is the energy functional and ω is the canonic presymplectic form on LX. The supersymmetry of the path integral is then the formula I[(d + ι K )ξ] = 0, where ι K denotes the contraction by the velocity vector field K(γ) =γ which generates the natural S 1 -action on LX given by rotating each loop.
While the above expression for I is not mathematically well-defined, one expects to have the localization formula 1 I[ξ] = (2π) − dim(X)/2ˆX A(X) ∧ ξ| X (1.2)
for differential forms ξ that are equivariantly closed, (d + ι K )ξ = 0, in analogy with the results of Duistermaat-Heckman and Berline-Vergne [25, 8] on finite-dimensional integrals of this kind (cf. the arguments of Atiyah in [5] ). At this point, the proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for twisted Dirac operators becomes a simple consequence of supersymmetry and localization, using the special integrands introduced by Bismut [10] .
Our approach to define such an integration functional I is based on Chen's iterated integral map [18, 19, 20] ρ : C Ω(X) −→ Ω(LX) and its extensions (c.f. [34, 17] and §9), which constructs differential forms on LX from elements of the cyclic chain complex C(Ω(X)) of the differential graded algebra Ω(X) (c.f. §3). Hence instead of working on Ω(LX), we construct a closed functional on C(Ω(X)), which can then be pushed forward using the iterated integral map to obtain an integration functional I, defined on all differential forms on LX that are iterated integrals 2 . The supersymmetry of this path integral then follow from the closedness of the cochain; moroever, we provide a complete proof of the loop space localization formula (1.2).
One of the main new insights of this paper is that the cochain on C(Ω(X)) used to define the path integral can be seen as a Chern character, defined in terms of the heat semigroup of the Dirac operator on X (c.f. Example 2.3) below). This dependence reflects the fact that the orientability of LX is connected to the spin property of X [48, 50] . Moreover, it turns out that in the construction of this Chern character, Ω(X) may be replaced by a general (not necessarily graded commutative) locally convex dg algebra Ω. In fact, it turns out that even for the definition of I, it is useful to have the general theory at disposal (see e.g. the proof of Thm. 8.1, related to Example 2.2). The Chern character is then associated to a structure over Ω, which we call a ϑ-summable Fredholm module over Ω. Surprisingly, our Chern character generalizes that of Jaffe, Lesniewski and Osterwalder [39] in the ungraded case 3 When Ω is a unital (ungraded) Banach algebra, such a Fredholm module (as introduced by Connes in [21, 22] ) consists of a representation c of Ω on a Z 2 -graded Hilbert space H together with an odd self-adjoint unbounded operator Q on H (satifying several analytic conditions). When generalizing the notion of a Fredholm module to this setting, it turns out that requiring c to be a representation of Ω turns out to be too restrictive for the applications we have in mind. Instead, we just assume that c is a degree-preserving linear for all f ∈ Ω 0 and all θ ∈ Ω; in particular, c is required to be a representation only on the subalgebra Ω 0 . These assumptions are satisfied by the Fredholm module M X over X, where c stems from Clifford multiplication and Q = D is the Dirac operator. Given such an abstract Fredholm module M, its Chern character is then a linear functional Ch(M) on the cyclic chain complex C(Ω) of Connes. This complex carries three differentials: the differential d, which is induced from the differential d of Ω, the Hochschild differential b and the Connes operator B. The Chern character is closed with respect to the total differential d + b + B (c.f. Thm. 5.3 below) which acts on linear functionals on C(Ω) by precomposition, c.f. (1.7) .
Theorem A. The Chern character Ch(M) is even and closed, that is,
Let us briefly outline our construction of the Chern character, in a presentation similar to that of Quillen [47, §9] in the ungraded case (c.f. also [46] ). Following Quillen, an odd bar cochain ω on Ω (c.f. (3.1) below) with values in an algebra L can be seen as a connection form on the space of L-valued bar cochains. Its curvature is then given by
where δ is the codifferential on B(Ω). The observation is now that a ϑ-summable in spirit of Chern-Weil theory. Closedness of Ch(M), Thm. A, is then essentially a consequence of the Bianchi identity for F M . However, the fact that ω M and F M take values in unbounded operators, not in L(H), poses severe analytical problems; tackling these belongs to the main tasks of this paper. Related to these analytic issues is the important feature of our Chern character that its homogeneous components decay rapidly enough to extend it to a continuous linear functional on the entire complex C ǫ (Ω), which contains infinite sums of homogeneous chains, subject to certain growth conditions modelled on the growth of entire functions (c.f. Thm. 5.2 below). We remark that this growth condition was first introduced on cochains by Connes in [21] ; in our case, it appears naturally on chains, as in [35] . Motivated by the terminology of Meyer [44] , we call the dual growth condition satisfied by Ch(M) analytic, as it is related to the growth of analytic functions (cf. §3.3).
Theorem B. The Chern character Ch(M) is analytic, that is, it extends to a continuous linear functional on the entire complex C ǫ (Ω).
To prove an index theorem for our Chern character, we use the Bismut-Chern character Ch(p) constructed by Getzler, Jones and Petrack in [34] . It is an entire chain, which allows to pair it with our Chern character in view of Thm. B. An obstacle is that Ch(p) is not a chain over Ω but over its acyclic extension
where σ is a formal variable of degree −1 satisfying σ 2 = 0. Theorem C. For every idempotent p ∈ Mat n (Ω 0 ) we have the index formula
of Chen normalized chains, which is central to our theory (c.f. Def. 3.4 below). It turns out that the properties (1.3) ensure that Ch(M T ) is Chen normalized, meaning that it vanishes on D T (Ω) and therefore descends to a functional on N T,ǫ (Ω) (Thm. 5.5 below). This leads to a cohomological version of the index theorem involving the K-theory of the algebra Ω 0 (Corollary 8.3).
We emphasize that the Chern-Weil type method outlined above constructs the Chern character as a cochain, not only as a cohomology class. A remarkable feature of this cochain is that the pairing on the right hand side of (1.5) is exactly equal to the supertrace of the heat operator e −Q 2 p (c.f. Prop. 8.1); using this, the proof of Thm. C does not need the homotopy invariance of Ch(M T ), and follows straightforwardly from the McKean-Singer formula. Nevertheless, we prove:
In fact, the Chern character is even homotopy-invariant as a Chen normalized cochain, i.e. as one on the complex N T,ǫ (Ω); for a more precise statement, see §6, where this result is obtained from a Chern-Simons type transgression formula.
Making contact with the construction of the functional I, taking Ω = Ω(X) and M = M X , the Fredholm module over Ω(X) determined by the Dirac operator (c.f. Example 2.3) it follows that we can define the path integral map by the formula
for all c ∈ C(Ω(X) T ), noting that C(Ω(X) T ) is the natural domain of definition of the extended version of Chen's interated integral map. Given the basic properties [17] of ρ, the well-definedness, respectively supersymmetry of I turns out to follow from the fact that Ch(M X T ) is Chen normalized, respectively closed, Thm. A. The localization formula (1.2) for the path integral is a consequence of the following result, which is proved using Thm. D in combination with a version of Getzler-rescaling.
Theorem E. For a compact, even-dimensional spin manifold X, let M X be the Fredholm module over Ω(X) given by the Dirac operator. Then as an element of the complex N T,ǫ (Ω(X)), the Chern character Ch(M X T ) is cohomologous to the cochain µ 0 given by the formula
The analyticity of Ch(M X T ), Thm. B, allows to integrate the Bismut-Chern characters introduced by Bismut in [10] , which together with Thm. C and the localization formula enables a rigorous version of the proof of the twisted Atiyah-Singer theorem envisioned in [4, 10] . These results show that our integral map I has the desired properties on a cohomological level. Geometrically, one can ask for the relation of the map I defined by (1.6) to the heuristic formula (1.1). This question is answered in [36, 37] , where an integral map is constructed directly on Ω(LX), by a suitable interpretation of (1.6) in terms of regularized Pfaffians and the Wiener measure. The result is then that this map is exactly equal to the path integral map constructed in this article. We expect that this other description permits a probabilistic proof of the localization principle along the lines of [9, 6] .
To the best of our knowledge, the idea to use cyclic cohomology of Ω and the iterated integral map to construct the supersymmetric path integral is due to Getzler, and this paper can be seen as a completion of this endeavor. Needless to say, our paper is largely inspired by his work (in particular [35, 34, 31, 30, 32] ). Moreover, Bismut's results suggest a possible connection between our machinery and the hypoelliptic Laplacian, respectively the hypoelliptic Dirac operator [12, 13, 14] . We would also like to remark that our results could also be stated in the abstract framework of bornological algebras instead of the locally convex setup, as in the work of Meyer [44] . However, we believe that the use of locally convex algebras somewhat simplifies our presentation; in particular the entire growth condition on chains takes a somewhat technical form in the bornological setup (cf. §3.3). Moreover, we observe that our main example Ω = Ω(X), X a compact manifold, is a nuclear Fréchet algebra, so that the von-Neumann and the precompact bornology coincide.
The outline of this paper is as follows. First we give the definition of a ϑ-summable Fredholm module over Ω and give several motivating examples. In §3, we introduce the algebraic preliminaries for the constructions in §4, 5 and 6, where we prove Thm. A, Thm. B and Thm. D. Then in §7, we discuss the Bismut-Chern character of an idempotent and subsequently prove Thm. C, in §8. Finally, in §9, we discuss the construction of the supersymmetric path integral. In particular, we give a proof of the localization formula (1.2), c.f. Thm. 9.1 and Thm. 9.5.
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Conventions. In this paper, all vector spaces and algebras are over C, and we always work in the category of graded vector spaces. Every Z-graded vector space is considered as Z 2graded in terms of the induced even/odd grading, and tensor products and direct sums of graded vector spaces are equipped with their canonically given Z-grading (and thus the induced Z 2 -grading). An ungraded vector space will be considered to be Z-graded (and thus Z 2 graded) by declaring all its elements to have degree zero. If V, W are Z 2 -graded vector spaces, the vector space Hom(V, W ) is Z 2 -graded in the usual way. Given coefficients W , any A ∈ End(V ) has a Z 2 -graded dual map A ∨ ∈ Hom(V, W ) given by
(1.7)
We always use this dual (instead of the ungraded version), and usually, we just write A again instead of A ∨ . Throughout, given A, B ∈ End(V ), the bracket [A, B] ∈ End(V ) denotes the graded commutator (or supercommutator)
There are no ungraded commutators in this paper.
ϑ-summable Fredholm Modules over Locally Convex dg Algebras
Recall that a differential graded algebra Ω (or dg algebra for short) is an algebra that is the direct sum of subspaces Ω j ⊂ Ω, j ∈ Z, such that Ω i Ω j ⊂ Ω i+j for all i, j ∈ Z, together with a degree +1 differential d which satisfies the graded Leibniz rule. We always assume that Ω has a unit 1 ∈ Ω.
A locally convex dg algebra is a dg algebra Ω, where the underlying vector space carries the structure of a locally convex vector space such that the differential is continuous and such that the product map is jointly continuous. Explicitly, these two conditions mean that for each continuous seminorm ν on Ω, there exists a continuous seminorm ν ′ on Ω such that
Moreover, we require that Ω is the topological direct sum of its homogenous summands Ω j ; in particular, each of these is a closed subspace of Ω. (ii) c : Ω → L(H) is a parity-preserving, bounded linear map;
(iii) Q is an odd self-adjoint unbounded operator on H,
for all f ∈ Ω 0 and all θ ∈ Ω. Moreover, we have the following analytic requirements.
(A1) For each θ ∈ Ω the operators C ± (θ) := ∆ ±1/2 c(θ)∆ ∓1/2 are densely defined and bounded, where ∆ = Q 2 + 1; moreover, the assignment θ → C ± (θ) is bounded from Ω to L(H);
(A2) For each T > 0 the operator e −T Q 2 ∈ L(H) is trace-class.
If instead of (2.2), M only satisfies the weaker property c(1) = 1 (the identity operator), we call M a ϑ-summable weak Fredholm module.
In the remainder of this section we give several examples of Fredholm modules. The following example highlights the relation to the usual notion of a ϑ-summable Fredholm module over an algebra.
Example 2.2 (Non-commutative differential forms). Let A be an ungraded locally convex algebra, together with a ϑ-summable Fredholm module over A in the sense of Connes [22] . That is, we are given a triple M 0 = (H, c 0 , Q), where H is a Z 2 -graded Hilbert space, Q is an odd selfadjoint unbounded operator satisfying (A2) and c 0 : A → L + (H) a representation such that there exists a continuous seminorm ν on A with
for all a ∈ A. Under the additional assumption that there exists a continuous seminorm ν ′ on A such that
where ∆ = Q 2 + 1, there exists a canonical extension of M 0 to a Fredholm module M = (H, c, Q) over the differential graded algebra of non-commutative differential forms Ω A , as we now explain. Let us start be reviewing the construction of Ω A . First let Ω 0 A := A and let Ω 1 A be the bimodule of one-forms on A, defined as the quotient of the free bimodule on generators da, a ∈ A, by the relations
Now we set
and
The product in Ω A is the obvious one, induced by the tensor algebra, while the formula
gives is a well-defined differential which turns Ω A into a dg algebra. Here we use that using the second relation above, any element θ ∈ Ω n A can be written as a sum of elements of the form a 0 da 1 · · · da n for a 0 , . . . , a n ∈ A (for a reference, see e.g. [42, 2.6.4] ). Now it can be checked that setting
is a well-defined linear map Ω A → L(H) which is obviously grading preserving (as Q is odd) and satisfies (2.2). Clearly, the condition (A1) follows from (2.3) and (A2) follows since
which can be estimated using (2.3) respectively (2.4).
The following example is the main motivation for this paper.
Example 2.3 (Differential forms and spinors). Let X be an even-dimensional compact spin (or spin c ) manifold and let Σ → X be the corresponding complex spinor bundle with the Dirac operator D. There is a standard way to construct a ϑ-summable Fredholm module M X = (H, Q, c) over Ω(X), the dg algebra of differential forms on X, a nuclear Fréchet algebra, due to compactness of X. Here H = L 2 (X, Σ), the space of squareintegrable sections of Σ over X and Q = D, the Dirac operator, while c is the so-called quantization map (c.f. [7, Prop. 3.5] ): For differential one forms θ 1 , . . . , θ k ∈ Ω 1 (X), the endomorphism of the spinor bundle c(θ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ k ) is given by
where on the right hand side, c 1 (θ j ) denotes Clifford multiplication by the vector field which corresponds to θ j via the Riemannian structure on X. Each c(θ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ k ) acts as multiplication operator on L 2 (X, Σ). The properties (2.2) are well-known to hold in this case. Moreover, (A2) is satisfied because D 2 is a non-negative elliptic differential operator which thus has a smooth heat kernel; (A1) follows from elliptic estimates, as [D, c(θ)] is a first order differential operator for each θ. Note that
is not multiplicative (in particular, not a representation), if dim(X) ≥ 2. This example has obvious generalizations to general unitary Clifford modules in the sense of [7, Def. 3.32].
Example 2.4 (Spin manifolds over X). Generalizing the previous example, if X is any manifold and E is a vector bundle with connection over X, then compact spin c manifolds M over X give rise to a ϑ-summable Fredholm module M = (H, c, Q) over the locally convex algebra Ω(X). More precisely, suppose we are given an even-dimensional smooth spin c manifold M with spinor bundle Σ M , together with a smooth map ϕ : M → X. Then we can set
We now describe an important construction in this paper, which produces a new Fredholm module M T from a given Fredholm module M; in fact, this will only be a weak Fredholm module, which is our main reason to considering this weaker notion in the first place. The motivation for this construction is its connection to equivariant homology on loop spaces in the special case of Example 2.3.
We will see in §7 that the Bismut-Chern character Ch(p) of an idempotent p in Ω 0 is not a chain over Ω but rather a chain over the acyclic extension Ω T ; hence we are going to need the Chern character of M T in order to formulate our index theorem.
Example 2.5 (Acyclic extension of a Fredholm module). Given a locally convex dg algebra Ω, we can form the dg algebra
where σ is a formal variable of degree −1 with σ 2 = 0. Elements θ ∈ Ω T can be written uniquely in the form θ = θ ′ + σθ ′′ , where θ ′ , θ ′′ ∈ Ω, and the differential is
Then Ω T becomes a locally convex dg algebra in view of the vector space isomorphism
, called the acyclic extension of Ω. Ω T is indeed acyclic, as all closed elements have the form
We will often write c again instead of c T . Notice that usually, this is indeed only a weak Fredholm module, since (Ω T ) 0 is strictly larger than Ω 0 unless Ω 1 = {0}.
Remark 2.6. In the special case that Ω = Ω(X), sending σ to dt gives an isomorphism of algebras
the algebra of differential forms on X × S 1 that are invariant under the S 1 -action on the second factor. Under this isomorphsim, the differential ι on Ω T corresponds to the insertion of the vector field ∂ t on S 1 . Note that the isomorphism (2.8) does not preserve degrees, as we declared σ to have degree −1 in order to make the differential d T homogeneous. Alternatively, this can be fixed by introducing a formal variable of degree two, but we shall avoid that in this paper.
Algebraic Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss the algebraic preliminaries needed for the construction of our Chern character. In particular, we introduce the chain and cochain complexes that we will be working on: The bar complex and the cyclic complex, as well as its entire and Chen normalized versions. Throughout this section, let Ω be a dg algebra.
Bar Chains and Cochains
The bar construction on Ω is the graded vector space
Here
The grading on B(Ω) is then explicitly given by
Elements of B(Ω) will be called bar chains on Ω and denoted by (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ), omitting the tensor product sign in notation. The space B(Ω) carries the two differentials d and b ′ , given by 5
Given a Z 2 -graded algebra L of coefficients, we define an L-valued bar cochain on Ω to be an element of the space Hom(B(Ω), L) of linear maps from B(Ω) to L. Such an L-valued bar cochain can be identified with a sequence ℓ (0) , ℓ (1) , ℓ (2) , . . . , consisting of its arity N components; each component is a multi-linear map
In particular, the component ℓ (0) is a linear map from C to L, which can be identified with an element of L.
Following Quillen [47] we introduce a sign in the definition of the codifferential
which is defined as in (1.7). It will be important for our constructions that the space of L-valued bar cochains is a Z 2 -graded algebra with respect to the product given by
in a way that δ satisfies the Z 2 -graded Leibniz rule
Thus δ turns Hom(B(Ω), L) into a differential Z 2 -graded algebra.
Cyclic Chains and Cochains
Throughout, we denote by Ω the quotient space Ω := Ω/C1. The (reduced) cyclic complex of Connes associated to Ω is the graded vector space
4)
where we remind the reader that Ω[1] denotes the graded vector space with Ω[1] k = Ω k+1 . Explicitly, the grading of C(Ω) is therefore given by
Elements of C(Ω) will be called cyclic chains, denoted by (θ 0 , . . . , θ N ). The complex C(Ω) carries two degree +1 differentials, given by the formulas
It is easy to check that these formulas make sense on the quotient space Ω ⊗ Ω[1] ⊗N . There is another differential, of degree −1, the Connes operator B, which is given by the formula
with m k as before. We remark that the Connes differential is one reason to restrict discussion to the reduced case, since its formula becomes more complicated otherwise, c.f. e.g. [34, p. 13 ]. The three differentials d, b and B pairwise anti-commute, hence we get a Z 2 -graded complex
where the spaces C ± (Ω) are given by reducing the Z-grading of C(Ω) modulo two. Note that this is not a Z-graded complex, as the differential is inhomogeneous.
Analytic Cochains and Entire Chains
In this section, let Ω be a locally convex dg algebra. As for bar cochains, a complexvalued cochain ℓ on C(Ω) can be identified with the sequence ℓ (0) , ℓ (1) , ℓ (2) , . . . of its arity N components, each component being a multi-linear map
Following the nomenclature of [44, §2.1.2], we introduce the following growth condition on cochains. 
for all θ 0 , . . . , θ N ∈ Ω. The space of analytic cochains will be denoted by C α (Ω).
In particular, each of the linear maps ℓ (N ) is continuous with respect to the projective tensor product topology on Ω ⊗ Ω ⊗N , see below. The differentials d, b and B are easily checked to preserve the space C α (Ω), leading to the analytic cocomplex of Ω.
The growth conditions imposed the components ℓ (N ) of analytic cochains ℓ allow to evaluate such a cochain on certain chains that are an infinite sum of their homogenous tensor components, in other words, element of the direct product of the Ω ⊗ Ω[1] ⊗N . To define these entire chains, we recall that for each continuous seminorm ν on Ω the induced N-th projective tensor norm π ν,N on Ω ⊗ Ω[1] ⊗N is defined by the formula
where the infimum is taken over all representations of c N ∈ C(Ω) as a finite sum of elementary tensors. 
which is finite as the definition of C(Ω) involves the direct sum. The completion of C(Ω) with respect to the seminorms ǫ ν is denoted by C ǫ (Ω). Its elements are called entire chains.
It is easy to see that analytic cochains ℓ ∈ C α (Ω) are bounded with respect to the seminorms ǫ ν , hence they extend by continuity to functionals on C ǫ (Ω). Moreover, as the differentials d, b, B are easily checked to be continuous on C(Ω) with respect to the seminorms ǫ ν , they extend to odd parity differentials on C ǫ (Ω); we denote these extensions by the same symbols again, leading to the entire complex of Ω.
Remark 3.3. The terminology analytic for the growth condition (3.6) stems from the fact that this condition implies that the function
defines an analytic function on some small enough ν-ball around zero in Ω. Similarly, for any entire chain c and any continuous seminorm ν on Ω, the function
is an entire function of z. The entire growth condition was first introduced by Connes [21] for cochains on the space C(A) for a Banach algebra A; it then turns out [44, §2.1.2] that the space of entire cochains is the dual to the space of chains satisfying the analytic growth condition. It turns out that in our context, it is suitable to consider the entire growth condition on chains rather on cochains, and the analytic growth condition on cochains, rather than on chains, due to the fact that the cochain Chern character Ch(M) satisfies the analytic growth condition (c.f. Thm. 4.6), while the Chern character defined in Def. 7.2 satisfies the entire growth condition, but not the analytic one. For the algebra of differential forms on a manifold, these growth conditions on chains were previously considered e.g. in [41] and [40] ; see also [35] .
Chen Normalization
Again, we assume that Ω is a locally convex dg algebra with acyclic extension Ω T , discussed in Example 2.5. In this section, we construct the normalized complexes that our constructions will ultimately live on. To this end, we consider a certain subcomplex D T (Ω) of C(Ω T ).
To define the subcomplex D T (Ω) of C(Ω T ) consider for all f ∈ Ω 0 and i ∈ N 0 the continuous linear map S
We emphasize here that we only consider f ∈ Ω 0 ⊂ Ω 0 T , which is generally a proper subset. Consider further the maps 
It is straightforward to check that the differentials d, b and B preserve this complex.
Definition 3.4 (The Chen normalized complex). The Chen normalized entire complex is the quotient complex
where we take the closure inside C ǫ (Ω T ). The space of extended Chen normalized analytic cochains is the space N T,α (Ω) of analytic cochains vanishing on D T (Ω). We obtain the short complexes i ], was first considered by Chen [20] , in the case that Ω = Ω(X) for a manifold X. He also showed that D(Ω(X)) is acyclic with respect to the differential d + b in the case that X is connected, meaning that the projection from C(Ω(X)) to the quotient complex
N
is a homotopy equivalence in this case (with respect to the differential d + b). This was suitably generalized by Getzler and Jones to general dg algebras [33, Section 5] . This quotient (3.13) was first considered by Getzler, Jones and Petrack in the special case Ω = Ω(X) for a manifold X; in fact, the image of S − id can be written as an ideal with respect to the shuffle product, as defined in §4 of [34] ; it is generated by the chain (1, σ) − (1) ∈ C(Ω). Cast in these terms, such a quotient is considered on p. 28 of [34] . Clearly, there is a map of chain complexes
natural in Ω. The results of Getzler, Jones and Petrack seem to indicate that one might suspect this map to be a quasi-isomorphism, at least in the special case Ω = Ω(X).
The Quantization Map
In this section, we start with the construction of the Chern character for a ϑ-summable weak Fredholm module M := (H, c, Q) over a locally convex dg algebra, which we assume fixed throughout this section.
As observed by Quillen [47] , an odd bar cochain ω with values in a Z 2 -graded algebra L of coefficients can be seen as a connection form on the space of L-valued bar cochains, as we can consider the connection 7 ∇ := δ + ω. Its curvature is given by
Note that since δ 2 = 0, F is an L-valued bar cochain itself, as opposed to merely an operator acting on cochains. It satisfies the Bianchi identity
These two formulas lie at the heart of our investigations.
To apply this, we observe that the Fredholm module M naturally provides such a connection form ω M with values in the algebra of operators on H. It is defined by
and it is odd due to the grading shift in the definition of B(Ω). Let
be the curvature of the connection ω. Explicity, the components of F M can be easily worked out to be given by where T > 0 is any real parameter. If Q was a bounded operator, this would be welldefined using the exponential series; however, the fact that Q is unbounded leads to analytical difficulties. To overcome these difficulties, the plan is to split
where F ≥1 M is the part containing the cochains of arity at least one (which takes values in bounded operators on H). Using this, we have (formally)
which can be rewritten into a perturbation series with respect to the heat operator e −T Q 2 . To facilitate this, we first introduce the following notation. Notation 4.1 (Bracket). Given suitable 8 operators A 1 , . . . , A N on H, we set
where ∆ N = {τ ∈ R n | 0 ≤ τ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ τ N ≤ 1} is the standard simplex. If there is no danger of confusion, we drop the subscript Q in notation.
In order to define Φ M T , we will have to allow unbounded operators A j to be put into the bracket above. The following fundamental estimate will facilitate this. For 0 ≤ a 0 , . . . , a N < 1 let A 0 , . . . , A N be densely defined operators on H such that A j ∆ −a j is densely defined and extends to a bounded operator on H, where ∆ = Q 2 + 1. Then for each T > 0, A 0 {A 1 , . . . , A N } T Q is a well-defined trace-class operator, and we have the estimate
for its nuclear norm, where Γ denotes the gamma function.
Proof. By the assumptions on A j , for each ε > 0, the operator
is trace-class, hence for each fixed τ ∈ ∆ N such that τ j − τ j−1 > 0, the integrand in (4.7)
is a trace-class operator, by the assumptions on the A j . In order to show that the integral over ∆ N gives a well-defined trace-class operator, it then suffices to show that the nuclear norm as a function of τ is integrable. To this end, set s j = τ j+1 − τ j , j = 0, . . . , N, where τ N +1 = 1, τ 0 = 0. Since N j=0 s j = 1, we have using Hölder's inequality for Schatten norms
Now for the last product, we get
Tr e −T Q 2 /2 s j = Tr(e −T Q 2 /2 ),
where λ j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , are the eigenvalues of Q 2 . To estimate the second product, observe that
and the lemma now follows from the formulâ
in the case N = 1, this latter formula is the usual integral formula for the beta function, while the case for general N can be easily shown by induction.
As can be seen from 4.4, the operators F M (θ) are unbounded operators in general. However, by the assumption (A1) of the Fredholm module, they satisfy the assumptions of Remark 4.4. Φ M T is an even cochain, in the sense that it maps even elements of B(Ω) to even operators on H and odd elements to odd operators. This follows from the fact that F has this property (which in turn holds because ω is odd, or can be seen from an inspection of (4.4) above), and the fact that the bracket is also even in the obvious sense (as it depends only on the square of Q).
To state explicitly how Φ T evaluates on chains, we need the following notation. 
Now an inspection of the definition of Φ M
T gives the formula
where we used the obvious notation θ Ia := (θ i+1 , . . . , θ i+m ) if I a = {j | i < j ≤ i + m} for some i, m. This formula follows from the product formula (3.3) for cochains. Notice that a summand corresponding to I = (I 1 , . . . , I M ) ∈ P M,N is zero as soon as I contains an I a with |I a | ≥ 3.
The following are now the main results of this section. 
for its trace class norm. The same statement is true for
Thm. 4.7 is obvious at a formal level, using the formal equality (4.5) together with the Bianchi identity (4.2) for F M , but again, the fact that F M does not take values in L(H) does not allow this easy proof.
Remark 4.8. Explicitly, on elements, this identity can be worked out to state
11) where n k = |θ 1 | + · · · + |θ k | − k. Here both sides are well-defined by Thm. 4.6.
Proof (of Thm. 4.6). We drop the dependence on M in the notation. First consider the cochain Φ T . The operator Φ T (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ) is a sum of operators A 0 {A 1 , . . . , A N } T Q , with A 0 = 0 and each A j , j ≥ 1 equal to one of the terms in (4.4). Now by the properties (2.1) of the locally convex topology and the assumptions (A2) on the Fredholm module, there exists a continuous seminorm ν on Ω such that F (θ)∆ −1/2 ≤ ν(θ) and F (θ 1 , θ 2 ) ≤ ν(θ 1 )ν(θ 2 ). Hence Lemma 4.2 implies is a well-defined trace-class operator for each N. The same is true for QΦ T (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ), only that in this case, A 0 = Q. For Φ T (θ 1 , . . . , θ N )Q, we can argue by passing to the adjoint.
It therefore remains to show the estimate (4.10). Here we consider the cochain Φ T , the proof for QΦ T and Φ T Q is similar. Now notice that since F has only components of arity less than two, for any partition I ∈ P M,N , we have
as soon as I contains a subset I j with |I j | ≥ 2. For all other partitions, we have |I j | = 1 for 2M − N indices j and |I j | = 2 for N − M indices j. Hence by (4.12), we can apply Lemma 4.2 with a j = 1/2 for 2M − N and a j = 0 for N − M indices j. This gives
as Γ(1/2) = √ π. With a view on (4.9), we therefore get
The sum over M growth at most like C N with N, where C > 0 is some constant, hence it can be absorbed into the seminorm (by replacing it by a larger one).
Proof (of Thm. 4.7). Again we drop the dependence on M in the notation. For the proof, we introduce for ε ≥ 0 the Bracket {A 1 , . . . , A N } ε Q , which is defined by the same formula (4.7), integrating over ∆ ε N = τ ∈ ∆ N | τ j − τ j−1 ≥ ε for all j but instead of ∆ N , the N-simplex with the ε-neighborhood of the diagonals removed. Due to the fact that for any m, the norm of the operator Q k e −tQ 2 is bounded uniformly on [ε, 1], the expression {A 1 , . . . , A N } ε Q gives a well-defined operator for any collection of operators A j of the form A j = Q n A ′ j Q m , with A ′ j bounded. We denote by Φ ε T the cochain defined by the same formula (4.8) as Φ T , but using this bracket instead of the previous one. Now for any ε ≥ 0, we have
By the Bianchi identity (4.2) for F , we have
At this point, this identity is just formal as both side are cochains with values in unbounded operators and we do not have enough control over their domains; however, it is easy to verify that
formally obtained by plugging the right hand of (4.14) side into (4.13), is in fact an identity of well-defined cochains provided that ε > 0, by the discussion of the ε-bracket above. Notice that since taking the commutator with Q is a derivation, we have
which in fact makes sense even for ε = 0, by Lemma 4.6 above. Also the second term on the right hand side of (4.15) makes sense for ε = 0; for the third term, we use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let A 1 , . . . , A N be a collection of operators of the form A j = Q m A ′ j Q n with A ′ j bounded and assume that A k = A ′ k for some k. Then for ε > 0, we have the identity
Here, if k = 1, the second term on the right-hand-side is
Proof. This follows from integration by parts, after realizing that the term on the left hand side equalsˆ∆
Hence for any ε > 0, we have
Now notice that the right hand side of the above identity makes sense for ε = 0 as well. Hence after replacing the last term in (4.15) with this term, we may take the limit ε → 0 in the identity (4.15). This gives
Finally, after an index shift, we obtain that the third term on the right hand side equals
Combining this with the identity before, we obtain
which was the claim.
The Chern Character
Throughout this section, let Ω be a locally convex dg algebra. We now proceed to show the closedness of Ch(M), stated as Thm. A above. For the acyclic extension, the nonzero components of the curvature are given by
where again the elements of θ ∈ Ω T have been written as θ = θ ′ + σθ ′′ . Consider the parity-preserving map 9
is the quotient map of the averaging operator, given by
with n k = |θ 1 | + · · · + |θ k | − k. By is the quotient map of the map S considered in (3.10) . We obtain that
so with a view on (5.3), we have that
The first summand on the right hand side is zero by (5.4) , since α takes values in B ♮ (Ω T ).
On the other hand, it follows from the special case (5.9) of Lemma 5.4 below that on the subspace B ♮ (Ω T ), we have
Since h takes values in B ♮ (Ω T ), this shows that the second summand on the right hand side of (5.7) vanishes. This finishes the proof.
In the proof above, we used the following lemma. where k j = (|A 0 | + · · · + |A j |)(|A j+1 | + · · · + |A N |).
Proof. First notice that by the cyclic permutation property of the trace, we have after a substitution in ∆ N that
for any j = 0, . . . , N. A special case of this is
On the other hand, the semigroup property and integration by parts yields
A j e −(τ j+1 −τ j )Q 2 dτ Therefore, using that N j=0 (τ j+1 − τ j ) = 1, we obtain To compute Φ M T 1 of this, we use the identities
which follow directly from (2.2). The theorem is then a consequence of the integration by parts lemma, Lemma 4.9, after a careful investigation of the terms appearing in the formula (4.9).
Homotopy Invariance of the Chern Character
In this section, we show that the Chern character defined above is invariant under suitable deformations of Fredholm modules. While the results of this section are not necessary for the remainder of the paper, we believe them to be of independent interest, in particular for the proof of the localization formula for the Chern character in the case of Example 2.3, see §9 below. Throughout, let Ω be a locally convex dg algebra. Tr(e −T Q 2 s ) < ∞;
(H2) For all s ∈ 
(H3) For all θ ∈ Ω, the map s → c s (θ) is continuously differentiable with respect to the strong operator topology.
The main result of this section is the following. Proof. Again, the argument for Ψ s T Q s and Q s Ψ s T is similar to the one for Ψ s T , so we restrict ourselves to the discussion of the latter case. For suitable operators A 1 , . . . , A N , B on H, we have the identity
Using this and formula (4.9) for the quantization map, we obtain that Ψ s T (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ) is given by the formula
Now each of the brackets can be estimated using Lemma 4.2, where to estimate the first bracket, we also use the bound onQ s ∆ −1/2 s . We can then proceed as in the proof of Thm. 4.6. The uniformity in s follows from the assumptions on the admissible pair. Proposition 6.4. We have
Proof (of Prop. 6.4). Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2 (5) in [35] , one proves the formula
for operators A 1 , . . . , A N on H, provided both sides are well-defined. Using this formula and an index shift, we obtain, similar to the proof of Thm. 4.7, that
where we used thatḞ s = [Q s ,Q s ] +Ḟ s ≥1 , as well as the identity (6.2). Now
The Bismut-Chern Character of an Idempotent
Let Ω be a locally convex dg algebra. The algebra of n × n matrices with entries in Ω is denoted by Mat n (Ω), which is then again a locally convex dg algebra, with the differential (also denoted by d) acting entrywise. We can form the acyclic extension Ω T of Ω as in Example 2.5 by adjoining a formal variable σ of degree −1. The same can be done for Mat n (Ω); we have Mat n (Ω) T ∼ = Mat n (Ω T ).
The goal of this section is to construct the Bismut-Chern character associated to an in idempotent p in the algebra Mat n (Ω 0 ), which will be an even element of C ǫ (Ω T ), closed as an element in the complex N T,ǫ (Ω). To this end, let p ∈ Mat n (Ω 0 ) be an idempotent, p 2 = p, and write p ⊥ := 1 − p. The formula
then defines an operator D on Mat n (Ω). The corresponding connection form ̺ p ∈ Mat n (Ω 1 ) is defined by the equation D = d + ̺ p . Its curvature is the element R p of Mat n (Ω 2 ) given by R p = d̺ p + ̺ 2 p . We have the explicit formulas ̺ p = p dp + p ⊥ dp ⊥ = (2p − 1)dp, R p = (dp) 2 .
for the connection form and the curvature.
Example 7.1 (Vector bundles with connection). Given a manifold X, any smooth function p : X → Mat n (C) taking values in idempotents (equivalently, an idempotent in Mat n (C ∞ (X)) ⊂ Mat n (Ω(X))) determines a vector bundle E := im(p) with connection D as defined above. It is well-known [45, Thm. 1] that any vector bundle with connection on X is isomorphic (through a connection-preserving isomorphism) to one of this form.
Following [34, Section 6], we combine these elements into a single even element R p ∈ Mat n (Ω T ) given by R p := ̺ p + σR p .
Definition 7.2 (Bismut-Chern character). The Bismut-Chern character of p is the even entire chain Ch(p) ∈ C ǫ + (Ω T ) given by
In the definition, where Ω = Ω(X), differential forms on a manifold X. The significance of Ch(p) is that under the extended or equivariant iterated integral map (cf. §9 below), Ch(p) is sent to the Bismut-Chern character BCh(E, ∇) of the vector bundle with connection (E, ∇) corresponding to p as in Example 7.1. This is an equivariantly closed differential form on the loop space, first considered by Bismut in [10] . An odd variant of Ch(p) has been recently constructed by the first named author and S. Cacciatori in [17] , producing the odd Bismut-Chern character of Wilson [51] .
Theorem 7.4. As an element of the Chen normalized complex N T,ǫ (Ω), one has
For the proof of the proof of Thm. 7.4, we need the following Lemma; throughout, we write R instead of R p .
Lemma 7.5. We have the identities
Proof. This follow from straightforward calculation, using the relations [p, ̺] = dp, [̺, dp] = [dp, p], and [R, p] = 0.
The first of these latter identities follows from differentiating the equation p 2 = p and straightforward calculation using the definition of ̺, the second identity follows from differentiating the first, and the third is a direct calculation using the previous results.
Remark 7.6. In fact, the proof shows that the element defined above is even closed before taking the trace, i.e. as an element in C ǫ (Mat n (Ω T )).
Proof (of Thm. 7.4). We have to show that which telescopes with the the right hand side of the first equation as we take the alternating sum over N, meaning that
Now BCh(p) is a sum of the terms B(p, R, . . . , R), which are contained in D T (Ω), since p is of degree zero.
We proceed by discussing the homotopy invariance of the Bismut-Chern character. First some notation: If (θ s j ) s∈[0,1] , j = 0, . . . , N are continuously differentiable families of elements in Ω, we set Proof. We have to show that is the derivative in the locally convex space C ǫ (Ω T ). Hence we have
where in the last step, we used the fundamental theorem of calculus and the fact that (d T + b)Ch(p s ) = 0 by the proof of Thm. 7.4 above.
It therefore remains to show that ∂ s BCh(p s ) is contained in D T (Ω) for all s, which is not quite obvious as ∂ s does not generally preserve D T (Ω). It is easy to see that ∂ s BCh(p s ) is entire, so we just need an algebraic argument. To this end, observe that modulo D T (Ω),
where we dropped the dependence on s for readability and wroteṗ = d ds p s . Now because ofṗ =ṗp + pṗ and the identity (5.10), we have modulo D T (Ω)
After summing over N and shifting an index on the second factor, we can use (7.2) to obtain that modulo D T (Ω), Repeating this, we can shift the factor of p in the second sum all the way to the right and then use (7.2) combined with (5.11), making this term cancels with the first sum on the right hand side of the above equation. This implies
The claim now follows from (7.5), bearing in mind that B preserves D T (Ω).
It is easy to see that Ch(p ⊕ q) = Ch(p) + Ch(q), for projections p ∈ Mat n (Ω 0 ), q ∈ Mat n (Ω 0 ), where p ⊕ q ∈ Mat n+m (Ω 0 ). The transgression formula above therefore implies the following result. 
An Index Theorem
In this section, let Ω be a locally convex dg algebra and let M = (H, c, Q) be a ϑ-summable Fredholm module over Ω. We emphasize that to obtain the results of this section, it is crucial that M satisfies (2.2). Given an idempotent p = p 2 ∈ Mat n (Ω 0 ), (2.2) implies that the operator c(p) is an even idempotent acting on the Hilbert space H n , so that c(p)H n becomes a closed subspace of H and thus a Hilbert space on its own right. As c(p) is even, the Z 2 -grading restricts to c(p)H n . We obtain a well-defined odd unbounded operator
which is densely defined and closed on the Hilbert space c(p)H n . The purpose of this section is to prove the following index theorem. This theorem can be seen as a "loop space version" of the index theorem for the JLOcocycle of Getzler-Szenes [35] . While their proof relies on the homotopy invariance of the Chern character, a remarkable observation is that in our setup, the right hand side of (8.1) is directly the super trace of a heat operator, without having to defer to any homotopy result. Precisely, we have the following proposition. on H n is closed on the same domain as Q, and its square generates a strongly continuous semigroup of operators. Moreover, for all T > 0, one has the formula
Proof. From (2.2), we obtain [Q, c(p)] = c(dp) and c(p)c(dp) = c(p dp). Therefore
This shows that that Q 1 is in fact a bounded perturbation of Q, hence is a closed operator on the same domain as Q. On the other hand, we have p dp + p ⊥ dp ⊥ = (2p − 1)dp, so with a view on (5.1), F (R) = c d (2p − 1)dp − Q, c (2p − 1)dp − c (dp) 2 = c (dp) 2 − Q, c (2p − 1)dp , as well as F (R, R) = c (2p − 1)dp 2 − c ((2p − 1)dp) 2 = c (2p − 1)dp 2 + c (dp) 2 .
Putting together, we obtain
Hence we can write Q 2 1 = Q 2 + R, where R := F (R, R) − F (R). By the assumptions (A1), (A2) on the Fredholm module, we can use Lemma 4.2 to define e −T Q 2 1 = e −T (Q 2 +R) using the perturbation series
It is easy to see that this indeed defines a strongly continuous semigroup of operators with infinitesimal generator
Expanding each term on the right hand side of this equation by multi-linearity, we see that we obtain an infinite sum of brackets {. . . } T Q which contains all possible sequences of operators F (R) and F (R, R). Observe now that by formula (4.9), this coincides with the right hand side of (8.2). where the right hand side denotes the pairing of the extended entire cyclic complex associated to Ω Q . Therefore, it suffices to prove Thm. 8.1 for the "universal example" Ω Q .
To this end, we will show that the idempotent c(p) can be homotoped within A Q to a self-adjoint projection P , as then
by the transgression formula Thm. 7.7 and the closedness of Ch(M Q,T ), Thm. 5.3 (together with the fact that it is Chen normalized, Thm. 5.5). By Prop. 4.6.2 in [15] , this property follows from the fact that A Q is a spectral subalgebra of L(H), i.e. that for any A ∈ A Q which is invertible in L(H), its inverse A −1 ∈ A Q . To see that the larger algebra B Q is spectral, notice that for A ∈ B Q ,
which is a product of elements in B Q by assumption, hence in B Q . Since these arguments also work for A * instead of A, this shows that A Q is indeed spectral in L(H) and finishes the proof.
Thm. 8.1 in combination with Thm. 7.7 and homotopy invariance of the index easily implies the following result.
Corollary 8.3 (Homological index theorem). We have a commutative diagram
where ind M is the map that assigns the index of the operator Q p on c(p)H.
Notice in particular that if A is a locally convex algebra, we have such a commutative diagram (8.5) for any dg algebra Ω with Ω 0 = A together with a ϑ-summable Fredholm module M over Ω.
The Supersymmetric Path Integral and its Localization Property
In this section, we finally discuss the application of our abstract theory to the construction of the supersymmetric path integral for the N = 1/2 supersymmetric σ-model and its localization property, which originally was our main motivation. Let X a compact spin manifold of even dimension n. In the considerations of Atiyah [5] , the corresponding supersymmetric path integral is an integration functional I for suitable differential forms on the smooth loop space LX of X, formally defined by (1.1). The aim of this section is to use the abstract results from the previous sections to rigorously construct this linear functional and to establish its two fundamental properties: supersymmetry and its localization property (1.2).
To this end, consider the dg algebra Ω(X) of differential forms over X. There is a canonical Fredholm module M X = (H, Q, c) over Ω(X), as discussed in Example 2.3: H = L 2 (X, Σ), the space of square-integrable sections of the spinor bundle Σ, Q = D, the Dirac operator, and c is given by Clifford multiplication (2.6) . This Fredholm module satisfies the identities (2.2), hence according to Thm. 5.5, the Chern character Ch(M X T ) is Chen normalized, i.e. descends to a cochain on the complex N ǫ,T (Ω(X)) and itself defines an element in N + T,α (Ω(X)). The following result is key in this situation; it seems likely that it can be generalized to more general situations analogously to the local index formula of Connes and Moscovici, c.f. [24, 38] . Direct computations show that dµ 0 = 0 (this uses that A(X) is closed together with Stokes theorem), bµ 0 = 0 and Bµ 0 = ιµ 0 , so that (d T + b + B)µ 0 = 0. Moreover, it is easy to check that µ 0 is both analytic and Chen normalized, hence indeed is a closed element of the complex N + T,α (Ω(X)). Proof. We define a homotopy of ϑ-summable Fredholm modules M X,T = (H, Q T , c T ) over Ω(X) by setting Q T = T 1/2 D, c T (θ) = T |θ|/2 c(θ).
One checks that the scaling is such that the relations (2.2) are preserved, hence we obtain Chen normalized Chern characters Ch(M X,T T ) ∈ N T,α (Ω(X)), which are all cohomologous by Thm. 6.2. The theorem now follows from the following proposition, which generalizes the result of Block and Fox [16, Thm. 4 .1] on the JLO-cocycle to our situation; c.f. also the calculations in [23] . [29, 7] ; we assume for the rest of the proof that the reader is familiar with this technique. To calculate the short-time limit of the right hand side of (9.3), we need to calculate the orders of the operators F (θ k ), F (θ k , θ k+1 ) in the Getzler filtration. As usual, write θ = θ ′ + σθ ′′ so that |θ ′ k | = ℓ k , |θ ′′ k | = ℓ k + 1. Since Clifford multiplication with with a differential form θ has order |θ| in the Clifford filtration and the Dirac operator has degree two, the operator F (θ k ) = c(dθ ′ k ) − [D, c(θ ′ k )] − c(θ ′′ k ) (9.4) has degree ℓ k + 1. However, an explicit calculation of the commutator (extending the formula of Prop. 3.45 of [7] to arbitrary form degrees) shows that the terms involving θ ′ k are actually of order ℓ k only; the formula is
in terms of a local basis e 1 , . . . , e n of T X, where d * is the codifferential). This means that only term involving θ ′′ k of (9.4) is relevant for calculation of the short-time limit. The term F (θ k , θ k+1 ) = (−1) |θ k | c(θ k )c(θ k+1 ) − c(θ k ∧ θ k+1 ) has degree ℓ k + ℓ k+1 in the Getzler filtration. This shows that the term of highest order in the Getzler on the right hand side of (9.3) is the summand with M = N; it has order ℓ 0 + · · · + ℓ N + N. Using the explicit formula (4.9) for Φ T and the previous observation that only the terms involving θ ′′ k contribute for k ≥ 1, we therefore obtain that modulo higher order in T , we have Getzler's technique now allows to compute this term explicitly, up to higher order in T ; the result is
where the additional N! in the denominator comes from evaluating the integral over ∆ N contained in the bracket {· · · } Q T (c.f. Thm. 4.2 in [7] and [16] ). Substituting this into (9.3) shows that indeed, the small-T -limit is given by µ 0 (θ 0 , . . . , θ N ).
With this result at hand, we now use our theory to construct the desired path integral map I, which will be an integration functional for differential forms on the loop space LX. In other words, it will be a linear functional, defined on a suitable space of integrable differential forms on LX.
Our theory connects to the loop space through Chen's iterated integral map [18, 19] , or rather its extended version, constructed by Getzler, Jones and Petrack [34] , which is a map ρ : C Ω T (X) −→ Ω(LX) = ∞ k=0 Ω k (LX). (9.5)
In order to provide a definition that is both concise and explicit, given θ ∈ Ω k (X) and τ ∈ S 1 we denote by θ(τ ) ∈ Ω k (LX) the differential form defined at γ ∈ LX by the formula
for v 1 , . . . , v k ∈ T γ LX = C ∞ (S 1 , γ * T X). The (extended) iterated integral map is then given by the formula 10 ρ(θ 0 , . . . , θ N ) =ˆ∆ N θ ′ 0 (0) ∧ ι K θ ′ 1 (τ 1 ) + θ ′′ (τ 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ι K θ ′ N (τ N ) + θ ′′ (τ N ) dτ,
where K(γ) =γ denotes the canonical velocity vector field on LX.
Lemma 9.3 (Properties of ρ). The extended iterated integral map is degree-preserving and satisfies ρ(d + b) = dρ, ρB − Aρι = Aι K ρ, (9.6) where A is the operator on Ω(LX) that averages over the S 1 -action. Moreover, if X is connected, we have ker(ρ) ⊆ ker(Ch(M X )).
Proof. The identities (9.6) follow from tedious, but rather straight-forward calculations; c.f. the proof of Prop. 4.1 in [17] . Now if X is connected, it turns out that the kernel of ρ is precisely the subcomplex D T (Ω) defined in (3.12) , so the Lemma follows from the fact that Ch(M X T ) is Chen normalized. The inclusion D T (Ω) ⊆ ker(ρ) is a simple calculation; the converse inclusion is a generalization of Lemma 4.1 of [18] , which follows from observations similar to those made in [34, §2] . Theorem 9.5 (Fundamental properties of I). Let X be a compact even-dimensional connected spin manifold. Then the linear functional I : Ω int (LX) −→ C defined above is even and supersymmetric. Moreover, for all differential forms ξ ∈ Ω int (LX) with (d + ι K )ξ = 0, one has the localization formula I[ξ] = (2π) −n/2ˆX A(X) ∧ ξ| X .
(9.9)
We remark that by the observations of Atiyah [5] , this is precisely the formula one gets when formally applying the finite-dimensional localization formula, c.f. e.g. [25, 8] or [7, Thm. 7.13 ].
The Bismut-Chern characters now have the property that BCh(E, ∇) = Ch(E, ∇), the usual Chern character on X of (E, ∇), defined using Chern-Weil theory. Hence combining (9.12) and (9.11), we get the Atiyah-Singer index formula ind(D E ) = (2πi) −n/2ˆX A(X) ∧ Ch(E, ∇)
for the twisted Dirac operator. This puts the formal arguments of [5, 10] on a solid mathematical ground and (together with the results of [36, 37] ) justifyies to call I the supersymmetric path integral associated to X.
